COMPANY PROFILE:
Pan Mixers South Africa and Reef Construction Machinery was established by its
founder H. H. Ebeling in 1976, in Sebenza, east of Johannesburg. In 1982, following
years of rapid growth and expansion, the factory was relocated to Jet Park in
Boksburg. On these premises our unparalled drive to service excellence, expertise and
experience paved the way for continued growth making PMSA the largest
manufacturer of concrete brick, block and paving machinery, turbine pan mixers,
counter-current rapid pan mixers and counter-current planetary pan mixers, and
batching plants for the concrete, refractory, foundry and ceramic industries in Africa.

In 1995 the next generation, Walter and Robert Ebeling took over at the helm of the
organisation, providing a strong foundation of business and engineering expertise.
Today the staff compliment exceeds 120 people consisting of commissioning and
servicing teams, metal workers, engineers, C. N. C. operators, programmers and CAD
design staff.

Complete projects are undertaken, from design to final erection and commissioning,
encompassing mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulics and control systems, including
programmable controllers. These projects can be undertaken on a full turnkey basis if
required.
The company’s 18,000m2 factory is only a few minutes drive from the Johannesburg
International Airport for immediate supply of spares worldwide. This ensures
customers of assistance and creates an environment for optimum equipment efficiency
as our customers can rely on PMSA’s enviable reputation for after-sales service.

In 1997 PMSA achieved an ISO accreditation and today ISO 9001:2000 certification
for quality management systems and standards is fully integrated. This in conjunction
with our innovative design and production techniques, which are aided by CAD/CAM
software and the latest in engineering technology from our C. N. C. machines and
lathes, gives PMSA the edge in manufacture and service.
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By consistently meeting the needs of our customers, we aim to remain the leading and dominant player
on the African continent, whilst developing lasting partnerships through service and support, and by
utilising the latest technology.

PMSA has a worldwide customer base including United Kingdom, Ireland, Taiwan, Russia, China,
Poland, Australia, Mauritius, Seychelles, Madagascar, Suriname and sub-Saharan Africa.

PAN MIXERS SOUTH AFRICA has an extensive range of machinery consisting of:
 Laboratory, turbine, counter-current and planetary pan mixers (mixer capacities from 25 to
4,500 litres)
 Concrete block, brick and paving machinery (production capacities from 10,000 to 120,000
stock bricks 220 x 70 x 105 mm in a 9-hour shift)
 Complete weigh batching and aggregate handling systems
 Mixer or aggregate mounted microwave moisture sensors
 Pallet handling systems – manual, semi- and fully automated
 Product handling systems – semi- and fully automated

The highest quality standards are part of every PMSA delivery. Experienced project management
teams will evaluate every customer’s requirements before designing, installing and commissioning the
machinery, ensuring that every customer will achieve the full potential from their investment.

PMSA is the sub-Saharan distributor for several international companies such as Eurostar (countercurrent planetary pan mixers), Franz Ludwig (moisture measuring systems), SERMAC (concrete
pumps), LeycoChem Leyde (chemicals for concrete applications), Finke GmbH (pigment dosing
systems), BFS Casagrande (concrete pipes, manholes, culverts and wet cast manufacturing), Wil El
Mil (kerbstone presses), Rettenmeier (wooden production pallets for large machines), and Fiori (selfloading concrete mixers). PMSA has a close working relationship with ABECE (concrete roof tile
machinery).

